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Figure 1: An example of the different challenges carried by the existing image recognition benchmark datasets: CIFAR10 (low
image quality), MARVEL (very low inter-class variations), PETS (very low inter-class variations), and ANIMALS (challenging
backgrounds and occlusions).

ABSTRACT
Image recognition is an open challenge in computer vision since
its early stages. The application of deep neural networks yielded
significant improvements towards its solution. Despite their clas-
sification abilities, deep networks need datasets with thousands
of labelled images and prohibitive computational capabilities to
achieve good performance. To address some of these challenges,
the CapsNet neural architecture has been recently proposed as a
promising machine learning model for image classification based
on the idea of capsules. A capsule is a group of neurons whose
output represents the presence of features of the same entity. In
this paper, we start from the CapsNet architecture to explore and
analyse the interaction between the presence of features within
certain, similar classes. This is achieved by means of techniques for
the features interaction, working on the outputs of two independent
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capsule-based models. To understand the importance of the inter-
action between capsules, extensive experiments have been carried
out on four challenging dataset. Results show that the exploitation
of capsules interaction yields to performance improvements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recognising images is one of the key features to understand what
is around us. Images are not just used by humans to understand an
environment but also represent the main input source to tackle a
wide plethora of research studies as ethology where images are used
to classify animals or their behaviour [32], medicine where images
can be used for cancer recognition [4], surveillance [19, 20, 22] and
multimedia [23, 25, 26].

Nowadays, the image classification [24, 36] research field is domi-
nated by Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [14]. CNN achieved
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important milestones in this era when CNN has been applied over
a variety of vision-based problems such as person recognition [21],
medical analysis [27], and animal behaviour understanding [42].
Despite their success, CNNs are easily fooled by adversarial per-
turbation [31], they only look for elements being present in the
image without information about their relative location, and they
need datasets that consist of thousands of images [5]. More recently,
in [38] a new model for image recognition based on the idea of
capsules [9] has been proposed: CapsNet. Since the CapsNet per-
formances over MNIST are aligned with the state of the art [38],
the performances obtained with CIFAR10 are lower than the state
of the art [39]. Unlike traditional CNNs, CapsNet preserves the
location and orientation of each component within an image. This
important feature is implemented by the means of capsules that
provide a different level of abstraction for the classification of each
entity. The existing literature has not satisfactorily investigated the
application of transfer learning techniques with CapsNet and more
interestingly there is currently no work exploring the interaction
between the features generated by capsules. Contributions. In
this paper, we contribute to this field by conducting an exploration
of empowerment solutions for CapsNet architecture in order to im-
prove their performances through capsules interactions. In particular,
we focus on transfer learning techniques to improve the features
extraction ability of CapsNet and on interaction methods to inves-
tigate the use of two parallel CapsNet for analysing the interaction
between the features present in the two outputs within certain
similar classes. To properly evaluate the proposed approach, we
conducted thorough evaluations on four image recognition bench-
mark datasets (i.e., CIFAR10, MARVEL, PETS, and ANIMALS). We
compared the results obtained by CapsNet, CapsNet with transfer
learning with and without interaction methods. Results show that
despite the different performances achieved by varying the number
of training images, the complexity of the dataset, and the number of
classes, the application of transfer learning in combination of inter-
action techniques, provides a push forward for better classification
accuracy.

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 CNN for image analysis
The CNN is designed to cope with data composed by multiple
matrices. This innovative algorithm was presented in the early
90s [15] applied over document reading system. Since the beginning,
this algorithm has been applied for object detection in natural
images [33], and for face recognition [13]. It shortly became the
primary method for the analysis of almost all sort of images [16].
The CNNs models evolved to many different architecture to deal
with the wide range of inputs and hardware resources, in this
paper we focus on the Residual Neural Network (ResNet) presented
in [7]. Now, CNNs models, and in particular ResNet, are widely
employed in challenging problems of image analysis for different
research fields: object recognition [12, 40], object detection [12, 37,
41], medical application for pre-diagnosis [2, 18].

2.2 CapsNet for image analysis
Alongside the growth of CNNs, the new idea of capsules was pre-
sented in [9] where capsules were conceived as an approach to

capture the representation of an entity. A capsule is a set of neu-
rons that collectively produce an activity vector with one element
for each neuron to hold that neuron’s instantiation value (e.g., posi-
tion). The capsule is the base idea of the CapsNet model presented
in [38] that consists of layers of capsules. Authors formalise a train-
ing procedure based on routing-by-agreement where each capsule
makes prediction over the parent capsule and computes a coupling
coefficient between the actual capsule and the parent capsule out-
puts. Capsule outputs are vectors indicating the presence of an
entity within the processed input, while their norms represent the
confidence of the indication. Recent works present the application
of CapsNet structure to cope with image classification using hy-
perspectral images [3] and medical images [1, 10, 28]. More than
the application, we are interested in new architecture to empower
CapsNet results such as in DenseNet [35], stressing out the Cap-
sNet structure to better understand the performances [29, 30, 45].
Differently from previous works [35], we select a residual neural
networks (ResNet) after an initial analysis among different pre-
trained CNNs models. We increase the depth of the CapsNet by
transfer learning with ResNet [7]. Since we are interested in the
interaction between capsules we focus our study on two popular
methods of aggregation already used for image analysis with CNNs
the bilinear [17] and the multimodal circulant fusion [43] methods.
For this purpose we apply the bilinear and the multi-modal circu-
lant fusion on the digit matrices obtained from two independent
CapsNet models with ResNet. Since the digits matrices provide in-
formation for each class by a vector of probabilities of presence and
features, by doing so we investigate how the information provided
by the capsules for each class rely on the other classes.

3 METHODS
The proposed ResNetCaps architecture is shown in Figure 2. From
the left, the input image is re-sized to 3 × 224 × 224 for being
consistent with the input dimension of ResNet. The architecture
begins with the first three layers of the original structure of ResNet,
they are presented in the window labelled ResNet in Fig. 2. Conv1
layer is composed of 64 filters with dimension 7 × 7. The second
convolutional layer, Conv2, consists of 64 filters implemented by
residual blocks. In these blocks, each layer feeds into the next layer
and directly into the layers about 2 − 3 hops away, the structure
is explained in the residual block window in Figure 2. The last
convolutional layer from the residual network is Conv3 and follows
the same structure of Conv2with 128 filters. The output of these first
three layers is a matrix 128 × 28 × 28, the output of the Conv3 does
not need any resize for the CapsNet avoiding lost of information.
This is the input to the CapsNet structure [38]. The architecture
of CapsNet consists of two convolutional layers and one fully-
connected layer. Conv1 CapsNet has 256 filters with dimension
9 × 9, this layer provides the activities of local feature detectors to
the primary capsules. The PrimaryCapsules layer is the second
convolutional layer with 32 channels of 8D convolutional capsules.
In the lowest level, there are primary capsules that receive small
regions of an image and detect presence and pose of an entity. In
the higher level, there are routing capsules apt to identify complex
entities. The final layer is a DigitCaps, it receives as input the output
of all the capsules and it consists of 16D capsules per digit class.
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For the analysis of the interaction between capsules, we take into
consideration two independent ResNetCaps executed over the same
input (i.e., no shared weights). Each digit matrices describes the
input with the probabilities computed by all the capsules in the
ResNetCaps.

3.1 Bilinear interaction method
Bilinear model is presented in [17] for image classification. It is a
quadruple B = (fa , fb , P ,C) where fa and fb are digit matrices, P
is implemented with sum-pooling to aggregate digits, and C is a
classification function to interpret the aggregation of digits. The
functions fa and fb are implemented with two ResNetCaps that
output two digits matrices with dimension N × 16 each and where
N is the number of classes. To combine the two digits matrices
we apply the Euclidean Matrix Product ABT , the result is a matrix
N × N that let us be able to investigate the interaction between
all the classes. The matrix is squeezed in a vector by sum-by-row,
and the resulting bilinear vector x is then passed through signed
square root step y = siдn(x)

√
|x |. In the final step, y is normalised

by z = y/| |y | |2 and z is the input of the final softmax classification
function. The model is shown in Fig.3.

3.2 MultiModal interaction method
The multimodal fusion model is an interesting idea first presented
in [43] for image classification. Given two digits matrices A and B,
we sum each other by row to obtain two vectors of N values (N is
the class number) a and b respectively. Each vector is multiplied
by a weight matrix N × N initialised with random values V = aWa
and C = bWb . We use V and C to construct circulant matrices
X = circ(V ) and Y = circ(C). To develop an intense interaction
between the two digits matrices, we multiply the circulant matrices
by the vectors: F = XC and G = YV . We end the multimodal
interaction with a summation of the two matrices and we use the
output as the input of a final softmax layer for classification. For
better visualisation, all the steps are visualised in Fig. 4

4 DATASETS
In this work, we take into consideration four datasets of images that
are available on open-source repositories. Figures 5a and 5b show
samples respectively from MARVEL and CIFAR10 datasets. On the
left side of the image there are samples from MARVEL dataset,
three different classes (container ship, bulk carrier, and wood chips
carrier) for four samples each. On the right side, we have samples
of aeroplanes, birds and truck from CIFAR10.MARVEL [6] dataset
consists of images of vessels with different types, dimensions, and
colours organised in 26 classes. The entire dataset counts 237339
images of the vessels on the sea with a suggested split into 210954
images for training and 26385 images for test. The images in this
dataset have 3×256×256 resolution with a vast range of details but
in this case, the classes are not far apart from each other indeed they
are all part of the family of vessels and they are distinguished by
models. CIFAR10 [11] is a well known standard dataset for image
recognition experimentation, it consists of 60000 images from 10
classes of objects from different contexts. We maintain the dataset
split in training and test suggested by the dataset authors: 50000
images in training set and 10000 images in test set. All the images

Table 1: Datasets summary

Dataset #total #trainset #testset #classes

MARVEL 237339 210954 26385 26
CIFAR10 60000 50000 10000 10
ANIMALS 37324 26147 11177 50

PETS 7391 5175 2216 37

have resolution 3 × 32 × 32, three times smaller than MARVEL.
The last two datasets are focussed on animals: wild animals with
ANIMALS and domestic animals with PETS. Figures 5c and 5d
show samples respectively from ANIMALS and PETS datasets. On
the left side, it is possible to observe samples of bobcat, otter, and
skunk from ANIMALS. On the right side of the image, there are
samples of basset-hound, Abyssinian cat, and American bulldog
from PETS. In ANIMALS [44], the dataset consists of 50 different
species of wild animals in a natural environment (free animals) and
in captivity (animals in the zoo). In total there are 37324 images
split into 26147 images in training set and 11177 images in test set.
The last dataset is PETS [34], in this dataset, there are collected
images of domestic animals in particular cats and dogs organised in
37 classes distinguished by breed. With this dataset we have 7391
images split in 5175 images for training set and 2216 images for test
set (the split is made with ratio 70/30). The resolution of images is
not homogeneous for all the images.

We select these four datasets of images to perform a comparison
between different digit aggregators and to analyse how they cope
with classes strongly related as in MARVEL dataset, classes loosely
related as in CIFAR10, with different resolutions, and different
amount of data per class as in ANIMALS and PETS. Table 1 presents
a summary of the datasets’ features.

5 EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate the importance of an interaction between multiple
digits in order to improve the performance of transfer learning mod-
els with CapsNets. We compare the results obtained with CapsNet
with results obtained with ResNetCaps with and without bilinear
method and multimodal method. For this experiments we use an
NVIDIA Titan Xp with single GPU with 12GB GDDR5X, and we
develop the models in PyTorch 0.4 and CUDA 10.0. We use an initial
public available code for CapsNet [8], and we develop all the other
models 1. In ResNetCaps, the first three layers from a ResNet model
are pre-trained over ImageNet, the CapsNet layers are trained with
the training datasets considered in this work. All the models are
trained by the means of an Adam optimiser for [10, 30, 100] epochs
with initial learning rate of [10e − 3, 10e − 6]. The four datasets are
fed in batch of 32 images with no pre-processing procedure applied.
The test errors are computed once for each model and we do not
apply any data augmentation scheme. Following, we present the
results obtained in experimentation phase and organised by dataset.
In all the models used during experiments the hyperparameters
are not optimal and we use default parameter from CapsNet for
normalisation and for training.

1Code is available at https://github.com/Riretta/NewDatasets_w_CapsuleNet

https://github.com/Riretta/NewDatasets_w_CapsuleNet
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Figure 2: ResNetCaps Architecture: the two windows "ResNet" and "CapsNet" are presented for clarity: "ResNet" with residual
blocks and "CapsNet" with the original structure of CapsNet.

Figure 3: The bilinear layer first combines the digits from
the Capsnets by the means of the matrix inner product
with the Euclideanmatrix product; second thematrix is nor-
malised by the intensity of each digit; third the normalised
vector is used to feed a softmax function.

Figure 4: The multimodal layer first combines the digits in
a deep interconnected relation between each other; the final
vector is used to feed a softmax function.

5.1 MARVEL
MARVEL dataset is the biggest dataset used to validate the methods.
It is worth noting that the classes are from the same context, there
is not real variability between the objects represented because the
images are all vessels and the classes make an evidence of the type
of vessel. What we observe in Table 2 is a strong improvement in
applying the interaction methods. We start with the application
of a single CapsNet, trained for 10 epochs with a learning rate
of = 10e − 5. The accuracy obtained is 46% and it improves by 4%

Table 2: Results over MARVEL and CIFAR10 test set

CapsNet ResNetCaps Bilinear Multimodal

MARVEL test set
Accuracy 46.0% 50.0% 61.9% 57.3%

Time execution 140s 110s 237s 400s
CIFAR10 test set

Accuracy 68.7% 78.0% 78.6% 78.5%
Time execution 37s 52s 26s 74s

whenwe apply a ResNetCaps. This result is a promising initial result
for a dataset that is challenging for classification. When we apply
the interaction methods we observe an additional improvement in
performances. In fact, with the multimodal method, the ability in
classification is increased by 11.3% and with the bilinear method,
we obtain an improvement of 16%.

5.2 CIFAR10
CIFAR10 dataset has the lowest number of classes used in this work.
Table 2 shows the accuracy obtainedwith the test dataset. The single
CapsNet with the original structure is applied with learninдrate =
0.001 for a training period of 60 epochs. The trained model provides
an accuracy of 69%, this result verified the performance at the state
of the art. The ResNetCaps model is trained for 7 epochs with
a similar learning rate of CapsNet and the results obtained are
far way better. From 69% with CapsNet, we reach an accuracy of
78% with ResNetCaps. This improvement underlines the promising
benefit obtained by transfer learning with this model. Also with
this dataset, the application of the bilinear interaction method and
the multimodal interaction methods provides an additional increase
in accuracy by 0.6%.
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a: MARVEL b: CIFAR10 c: ANIMALS d: PETS

Figure 5: Datasets samples: each row is a class, each column is an instance of the class

Table 3: Results over ANIMALS and PETS test set

Dataset CapsNet ResNetCaps Bilinear Multimodal

ANIMALS test set
Accuracy 12.1% 60.4% 54.8% 58.2%

Time execution 454s 480s 483s 680s
PETS test set

Accuracy 9.5% 48.6% 23.6% 46.6%
Time execution 29s 34s 36s 60s

5.3 ANIMALS
ANIMALS is an interesting dataset of wild animals shot by camera
traps, cameras, and mobiles and represents a challenging dataset
due to his variability in classes and the images types with not a
homogeneous. Even if the amount of images is almost half the
amount of images in CIFAR10, we have in this case, five times
the classes with an average amount of 750 images per class. We
can observe the incidents of the dimension in dataset over the
behaviour of CapsNet. In fact, the higher number of classes and a
lower number of images affect the performance of the model that
provides an accuracy of 12%. Here ResNetCaps makes an evident
improvement providing an accuracy of 60% that 48% better than
CapsNet. In this case, the interaction methods improve the accuracy
by 42% with bilinear method and by 46% with multimodal method,
these improvements are lower than ResNetCaps but still evident
compared to CapsNet.

5.4 PETS
PETS is the smallest dataset taken into consideration. In this case,
the dataset has less than 10000 images in total for 37 classes. This is
an interesting challenge for a model that is thought of being able to
cope with a small training dataset [38]. The results obtained with
the four models are shown in Table 3. Starting with CapsNet, we
obtain a low result of only 9% in test dataset after a training phase of
10 epochs. We decide for a brief training phase due to a stabilisation
of the increase of accuracy. With ResNetCaps, we obtain the best
result of 48% with this dataset, that makes evidence of a need for
prior knowledge with a dataset with small dimension, and low
variability. The bilinear method does not provide any improvement
in accuracy compared to ResNetCaps but an improvement of 14.6%
compare to CapsNet. With the multimodal method, we can observe

a different behave, in fact with an accuracy of 46%, this interaction
method obtains a similar result of ResNetCaps.

6 DISCUSSION
Wewere able to apply CapsNet and ResNetCaps to our four datasets
to add results at the state of the art. The four datasets selected for
this paper are from different subject areas, with a different distri-
bution, and different number of classes. All four datasets consist
of coloured images (RGB) shot with camera traps, cameras, and
mobiles. We take into consideration these characteristics in the
analysis of results. From [30] and from our experiments, we know
that CapsNet, with no ensemble, can not achieve the state of the art
with CIFAR10 getting 68% accuracy. On the other hand, CapsNet is
still a new model and there are a low bibliography and application
at the state of the art. The behaviour observed with CIFAR10 is due
by intra-class variation and background noise, and in our experi-
ments, this is true also with all the other three datasets of images.
In [38], authors propose a solution to the lack in performances with
CIFAR10, the ensemble between seven models. This strategy pro-
vided a tangible improvement in performances (from 69% to 89%)
at the price of a high number of hyperparameters and the need of
powerful computational resources. We want to avoid the ensemble
strategy and, for this purpose, we implement ResNetCaps, that is
based on the original CapsNet and empowered with three layers
from a Residual neural network. We proved that ResNetCaps out-
performs CapsNet in every one of the cases took into consideration.
The improvement is evident in the range 4% with MARVEL dataset
up to 39% with PETS dataset. The idea of interaction between more
than one ResNetCaps in the classification tasks introduces the inter-
est for interaction methods between independent CapsNet models
over the same input. The comparison among ResNetCaps with and
without the interaction methods does not show an evident increase
in performance for CIFAR10 (0.5%). With PETS and ANIMALS the
behaviour is slightly lower for the ResNetCaps. For PETS this is
due to the low variability between classes that does not provide
additional information when let interact with each other. ANIMALS
has high variability in classes with a low amount of images compare
to other datasets, that can limit the capsules ability in the identifica-
tion of entity presence. With MARVEL dataset we observe a strong
benefit in using interaction methods obtaining an improvement in
accuracy by 12%. In this case, the interaction methods emphasise
the characteristics that are crucial for the model to discern among
vessels.
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7 CONCLUSION
We proposed two methods for building interaction between digit
matrices obtained from two independent ResNetCaps. We first build
ResNetCaps by increasing the convolutional phase of CapsNet with
the first two layers of a Residual neural network pre-trained over
ImageNet. The addition of the two layers helps learn better the
features in the image ending with an increase in performances with
complex datasets. The use of transfer learning with CapsNet has a
demonstrated effectiveness in performance compared to the original
structure of CapsNet and this is emphasised by the application of
interaction methods, in particular, we validate them over CIFAR10,
MARVEL, PETS and ANIMALS datasets. In all these datasets we
observed an improvement in performances by 1 − 10% opening up
to promising new applications. Proposing the use of interaction
methods, we introduce an interesting possibility in using multiple
entries to improve the ability of the CapsNet algorithms in recognise
images. In future, we plan to apply new interactive methods on
digit matrices obtained by different sources used as different inputs
for each ResNetCaps. This might provide a better understanding of
an interactive policy between digit matrices.
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